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Brake &
TyreWatch
event

Dave Scott, another Brake & Tyre Watch stalwart, presents
a prize to a delighted official..

Paulus Plaatjies, Senior Manager, Traffic
Training, RTMC – “These workshops are
of great help to our fraternity”.

Rapt attention – a traffic official on
the first day of training..

A

bout 60 members of the
Road Traffic Police unit
linked to the Road Traffic
Management Corporation
as well as a number of
training college facilitators from
around the country recently spent
two days with the FleetWatch
Brake & Tyre Watch team learning

Stephen Norris of Bridgestone – looks as delighted as
the receiver of this prize.

TSHWANE
TESTS

19

TAKEN OFF
THE ROAD

14

Basil Nkwashu, Acting Chief,

National Traffic Police – thanked
FleetWatch and its partners..

HCV's Chris Barry... our insurance
expert compliments officials.

all about what makes trucks
roadworthy – and all came away
empowered with knowledge that
will enable them to better do their
jobs.
“I have learnt more in these
two days than I have in the past
ten years,” said one excited traffic
official as he finished pointing out
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Another winner... Paul Nordengen of

The enthusiastic group
of traffic officials and
trainers from RTI... after
2 days of training are
now better informed
and enabled to police
trucks on our roads

Marina Miller of Standard Bank

a number of faults on one of the
trucks brought in for testing. “I did
not know about these faults before
this training. I do now.”
It is only when you have
interacted with these officials and
seen how they grow in knowledge
and stature over a mere two
days that you begin to get an

appreciation of the task that faces
the traffic officials out there.
A truck is not an easy vehicle to
inspect, as those of us who have
been in the industry for many years
will attest to. So if ever there was a
project which showed the need for
and the positive impact of training,
it is Brake & Tyre Watch.

Unfortunately, the results
were once again disappointing
as out of 19 vehicles brought in
for inspection, 14 were served
with Discontinuation of Service
notices. Attention to detail is
lacking in the truck maintenance
arena and operators need to get
this right.

SARF congratulates another winner..

compliments a winning official.

Anchor of the Brake & Tyre Watch
team, Wolfgang Lehmann and a
delighted offical.

Dedicated
partners
make the

event
work

Valentia Hobbs representing Volvo,
as our partner truck manufacturer.

George Hartman of BPW

congratulates an officer with a prize.

Kugs Gounden (left) and Johan
van der Merwe of Wabco.

A team of dedicated Industry
partners give of their time
and impart much enthusiasm
and interest when training
Mandy Lovell of Bridgestone... with
officials. Without this input,
an excited 'best listener' on training day.
B&TW would not be the
success it is! Thanks to all!

Manie Roux of JOST, congratulates
yet another enthusiastic official.

Volvo team-mates Valentia Hobbs
and Phillip Phasha award a prize!

Keir Guild of Wabco motivates an
avid attendee!
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Thumbs up

for this

driver
Arthur Coy, CEO TRAC N4

addresses the officials on training day.
TRAC were the official Toll Road sponsor
on the event. Thank you!

Members of FleetWatch team from
left: Patrick O'Leary, Eva Mphapogang,
Stephan Reimers with Wabco's Keir
Guild.

Cindy Janse van Vuuren of HCV with
FleetWatch ladies, Linda Reimers, Jacky
Nelson and Lorinda Stoltz.

FLEETWATCH HAS ALWAYS
maintained that a driver plays a
crucial role in ensuring the safety
of a rig but unfortunately, not many
drivers are empowered by their
bosses to play that role. All too often,
we point out faults and the driver
says he’s told the boss but the boss
says he must just drive the truck.
It was thus so encouraging to come
across a driver who not only paid
attention to what our experts told
him but in turn, showed what he had
already found to be faulty on the rig.
Both Chris Barry from HCV and
George Hartman from BPW Axles,
whose team inspected the rig, were
most impressed.
As Chris Barry says: “The driver
listened attentively to the explanation
of the faults found and then pulled
out his own list which he had written
down on his trip. And guess what, his
list was longer than the B&T Watch
team’s!”
What really stood out is that the

driver was confident in his back up
team saying that as soon he arrived
back at his depot, he would report
the faults and they would be fixed.
He had full confidence in his back-up
which is hardly the norm in South
Africa.
“Imagine the difference it would
make to road safety if all our drivers
were listened to and could expect
such back up. Credit has to go to
Chrome Carriers here as well,” says
Barry.
George Hartman adds: “This
driver was diligent and enjoyed his
work with a passion. His truck and
trailer was spotlessly clean and his
attitude was positively pleasurable.
Absolutely a plus for this fleet. This
is probably the best driver attitude I
have experienced in my 29 years in
this industry.”
So well done to Sandile Julias. You
are not only a credit to Chrome
Carriers but to the trucking industry
as a whole. 

Again ....

NO
brakes

I once took a picture of a teddy

bear on the smashed windscreen of
a cab in which the driver was killed.
Note the teddy bear here. We took
the truck off the road. The driver and
his son went home alive.

The left and right side of the same

axle. The right side has a brake booster
and slack adjuster; the left side has
nothing. No brakes.

Note in the above two pics the

easy movement of the brake shoe
in this drum. The lining is ‘miles’ from
the surface of the drum. There is
absolutely no braking here.

Slack adjuster missing - no brakes.
How can the mechanic not see this?

THIS TRUCK driven by a

young driver accompanied by
his young son - shook us to the
core. It was carrying a huge load
of logs and yet had no brakes
to talk of. Brake boosters were
missing as were slack adjusters
and in the one drum, the brake
shoes rattled around with plenty
of clearance between the brake
lining and braking surface of the
drum. This truck went direct to
the holding yard. The owner and
his son got a lift home.

Brake booster missing – no brakes.
Again, how can the mechanic not see
this? And all of this on one truck.
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BAD
Stephen Norris of Bridgestone shows
a tyre which has worn too far through
the tread rubber into the protective cap
ply. A close up view (above) shows the
damage.

Tread chipping. This indicates a

highway steer-trailer tyre being used in
severe underfoot conditions.

TYRES
AGAIN!

Tread chipping - indicating highway

bias tyre being used in severe underfoot
conditions.

Every truck driver should have a tread

depth gauge. Here one can see how you
can measure the remaining tread depth in
the main tread grooves.

AS IN PAST Brake & Tyre

Watch projects, the Donkerhoek
exercise showed up a host of
tyre faults, some of which were
downright dangerous and others
which showed a lack of tyre
management controls. A tyre
fault is so easy to see and yet
operators let the trucks drive
on so as to ‘save’ money. Doing
so achieves the opposite for
some faults eventually render
the tyres useless for retreading.
It really is an area that needs
increased attention.
A bad case of shoulder rib tearing

which is normally caused by climbing curb
stones. Such practices cause bad tread
damage.

Slack adjuster

disaster

Wheel nuts,
and rims

W

heel nut and rims pose
a nightmare in our
industry when fleets do
not understand the risks
at play and the dangers
and consequences lurking with mismatching these items writes George
Hartman of BPW Axles. These photos
clearly show this malpractice.
Spigot mounted rims have an inside
diameter to suit the Hub spigots, thus
centring the rim on the hub. Here we
use nuts with a flange washer with a flat
back contact surface. The stud holes in
the rim are parallel with no bevelling/
countersinking.
Stud centring rims have an inside
diameter that does not fit snugly
over the hub’s external cast ring. The
rim has countersunk stud holes to
accommodate conical washers which
will centre the rim according to the
studs of the hub.
Using the wrong rim with the wrong
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hub and nuts effectively cause the
wheel to run elliptical/not concentric.
This causes rim cracking, abnormal
accelerated bearing wear and damage,
heat build-up in bearings, grease
deterioration, abnormal tyre wear,
high tyre wear, axle, suspension and
chassis vibration, cracks and damage.
Also damage to sensitive product being
transported and driver discomfort.
Needless to say, the vibration causes
wear on the wheel studs and nuts.
These all cause the wheel to come
off and we have a ‘juggernaut’ on the
road with the potential to result in a
devastating loss of life. Is this accidental?
In my opinion No! This is attempted
murder! 

GEORGE HARTMAN of BPW
Axles, one of our Brake & Tyre Watch
partners, is seen on the left pulling
down on a slack adjuster. Why? Let
him tell the story.
This truck owner did his own
maintenance and the set-up was
perfect. The problem was hidden by
lack of knowledge and experience.
When tested, the brake efficiency
was 7% and the truck was taken off
the road. He then went and wound
up the slack adjusters to the limit, i.e.
practically no clearance between the
drum and the lining (potentially causing
a brake failure by heat/glazing of the
drum and lining, tyre and bearing heat
build-up to an eventual tyre fire). His
efficiency went up to 13%.
On doing a simple manual, (pull by
hand) mechanical test, one could see
the linings engage and make contact
with the drum. When leaving the slack
adjuster, they released.
So where was the mechanical
exchange going? By hand, one cannot
apply sufficient brake force to register
on the brake tester. Thus, when
the driver, on request, applied the
footbrake to maximum travel – the
problem was revealed. The internal
function of the slack adjuster was
faulty and could be audibly heard and
felt by hand when it slipped the worm
gear on application.
This trailer also had old short stroke
boosters on and at this maximum
travel (worm gear slip) the boosters
had no stroke left to apply the brake
like an old manual slack adjuster.
This highlights a problem with our
legislation that does not specify long
stroke boosters when auto slacks are
fitted. The legislation calls for auto
slacks after 14th April 2004 but not
long stroke boosters.
An interesting exercise but it cost
the operator a lot of money in terms
of time off the road due to his brakes
not passing the tests. 
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Article in the Sunday Times
reporting on the event.
"COME BACK - all is not

forgiven.” This could have been the
cry when Witbank truck driver
Nic Johnstone - seen above talking
to Sunday Times journalist Prega
Govender - drove off after being
ordered to park his truck in the
holding yard. He was chased by
the cops and hauled back. Being
his birthday, Nic probably thought
we were giving him a present by
letting him drive off. No Nic! Cake
is good on birthdays but only when
delivered in a roadworthy truck.

 Looks good on the outside but

during the Brake & Tyre Watch training
exercises, the cops are taught to get
‘down and dirty’ to really inspect a
truck fully. Why don't mechanics do the
same?

Bloudraad

reigns supreme
WHAT IS IT about bloudraad

and ‘string’ that makes it so
attractive in the trucking
industry? Certainly it can be
used as a temporary on-theroad ‘fix’ but we see it used
in so many applications where
it is obviously there as a
permanent measure. Having a
tool box fly open on the road
and disgorge its contents into
the face of following traffic is
highly dangerous and can cause
deaths.
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Obviously security is not an issue

here so a cheap and simple lock is
better than using string to secure a tool
box.
How many times do you hear on
the radio that “a truck has lost its load’?
Well, no wonder when dropside locking
latches are secured with bloudraad.
Latches, in our opinion, are safety
critical items and should be treated as
such. Fix it properly – right first time.
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Fifth
wheel
woes

3Far too much grease is used on this
fifth wheel top plate which will result
in contamination of the environment.
It is also evident that little - or no maintenance has been done on the fifth
wheel. The fifth wheel rubbers are also
worn and this could result in damage
to the chassis of both truck tractor and
semi-trailer.
6This fifth wheel is bone dry with
no grease visible. This will result in
accelerated wear of the fifth wheel top
plate and semi-trailer skid plate.

THE FIFTH WHEEL is all
too often ignored for the
vital role it plays as a critical
safety component. JOST is
one of our valued Brake &
Tyre Watch partners and has
added enormous value to
the project by spotting faults
on fifth wheels that many
would not see. Here sales and
technical manager, Manie Roux,
highlights some faults found on
the day.

5In the above two photographs, a loose wear disc is inserted between
the fifth wheel top plate and the semi-trailer skid plate. This is a
dangerous practice and it invalidates any warranty on the fifth wheel.
Although difficult to see in the top right photograph, we have circled
the wear disc. Click on button to see a technical bulletin from JOST on
this practice.

Read
Jost
Technical
bulletin

>

Failure leads to improvements

The first truck over the brake roller tester and inspection pit on the day was this rig from
Interwaste Environmental Solutions which was found to have a number of faults including
the load sensing valve not connected as well as a faulty ABS. The truck was served with a
Discontinuation of Service notice. Responsible Care should extend into the maintenance arena
as well. Good news is that FleetWatch has it on good authority that the company is taking
action to improve its vehicle maintenance standards following the impounding of this truck.
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Brake & Tyre Watch
graduates stand proud

F

leetWatch is often asked if the
training conducted on the
Brake & Tyre Watch exercises
has a lasting effect on the
traffic officials or whether its
all systems go during the two-day
exercise and then all systems ‘gone’
after we leave.
The good news from the feedback
we’ve received is that the training
does have a lasting impact and the
officials who attend the courses are
able to do a far better job than prior
to their training. In fact, there are
some traffic officials who still send
us photographs of trucks involved
in accidents highlighting what they
think was the cause of the accident.
Obviously we don't expect every
one of the over 1 000 officials
who have been trained to date to
maintain their initial enthusiasm.
However, if we can get a handful out
of each group, we are happy.
It is thus that FleetWatch and
its partners were thrilled when
we were invited to a certificate
handover ceremony organised and
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staged by the West Rand District
Municipality (WRDM) to pay tribute
to the officers who attended our
training course last November.
It was a stunning event and
evidence of the high profile
afforded it was that the MMC for
Infrastructure, Councillor Naga
Patrick Lipudi, made the time to
be present not only to hand over
the certificates but also to give his
people words of encouragement and
urge them to continue the fine work
they are doing.
Managing Editor of FleetWatch
Patrick O’Leary attended the
ceremony on behalf of the Brake
& Tyre Watch partners and was
handed a certificate of appreciation
by Mr Lipudi for the “support and
leadership” shown by the team in
conducting the training.
Well done to the West Rand
District Municipality for organising
this. And well done to all those
officers who are continuing to put
their training into practice in making
our roads safer. q

From top clockwise:
Traffic officials receive their
certificates from Councillor Naga
Patrick Lipudi, MMC for Infrastructure
for the WRDM. They enthusiastically
spoke of how the B&T Watch training
has helped them to be better
equipped to do their duties.

•

• On behalf of the B&T Watch

partners and team, managing editor of
FleetWatch, Patrick O’Leary, receives
a Certificate of Appreciation from
Councillor Lipudi for the “support and
leadership”.
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